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Off-Campus Crime Continues for Beach Residents
BY MAGGIE ANDREW
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

New semester, same old
problems.
Students who live at the

Park Avenue and Adley Road, while
$120 was taken from another unlocked car on Wheeler Road.
Godfrey Road and Harvester
Road residents reported footprints
in the snow circling the cars in

beach are all too familiar with the

the neighborhood, adding to the

reports of break-ins and thefts that

mystery of these recent crimes that

accompany the return from break.

have gone without suspects.

The empty beach houses vacated
by home-bound students were

While the reports of crimes in
town are concerning for some stu-

the scenes of some of the most

dents, the Director of Public Safety

costly burglaries last semester, with

Todd Pelazza says that the there

multiple televisions and printers

has not been any increase in thefts

reported as stolen over the Thanks-

or break-ins on campus. Public

giving holiday.
While students were not the

Safety does not patrol off-campus

victims of the most recent break-

is able and willing to meet with

ins, the reports will come as a dis-

residents to increase their aware-

housing, but Pelazza says, "DPS

appointment to those who hoped

ness of crime prevention and how

to leave last semester's off-campus

to better protect themselves and

crime trend in the past.

their belongings."
And some beach residents

Fairfield students were back
on campus for only a matter of

may want to take note of Pelazza's

hours before reports surfaced

offer. Besides the burglaries that

about car break-ins and thefts in

occurred over Thanksgiving, break-

town. Six calls were placed to the

ins with students present in the

police early Tuesday morning,

house have posed a more serious

according to the Fairfield Citizen

and alarming issue. A Sacred Heart

Online.

student was in his beach house on

night another burglary occurred in

Dec. 7 when two intruders tied him

a nearby house while the female

last Tuesday occurred five miles

up and beat him, and the same

student occupants were upstairs.

from the Reef Road location of last

Three callers reported
smashed car windows on Wheeler

Photo Illustration by Tom McKiver/The Mirror

It has been reported that students' cars are also being broken into at the Fairfield Beach Area.

RecPlex Expansion Is A Definite Possibility
BY NICOLETTA RICHARDSON

foot addition to the 32-year-old

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Recreational Complex, adding a

redone, I feel like I will be moti-

second floor to house even more

vated to stay on campus and go to

exercise equipment and space for

our gym more often."

There are 49 cardio machines,
over 8,000 pounds of free weights

over 4,500 students, according to

and about 15 pieces of strength

attorney John Fallon.

training equipment occupying the

"I actually went for the first

be [a] tiny box. Once the RecPlex is

locker rooms, cardio-fitness
would take place, in addition to an

those numbers may increase heav-

all the machines were taken", said

increase in security appearance.

ily in the near future.

Brian Gilligan, class of 2014."A big-

There is also a plan to build a new

ger space would be great, and [one

jogging track along the perimeter

of] the weight room[s] shouldn't

of the field house.

The Internet Will
Remain Uncensored
Bills Cause Indefinite Postponement in Senate
BY MARTIN O'SULLIVAN
NEWS EDITOR

ment by Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid, the stalling of this
legislation is "in light of recent of

Notice: this article has been
found in violation of H.R. 3261,

events." Specifically?
On January 18,2012, online

SOPA. and therefore access has

organizations in opposition to
SOPA and PIPA staged a virtual

Recreation Complex and the Walsh

been denied.
Had the Stop Online Piracy

Athletic Center, the latter of which

Act (SOPA) been passed, messag-

websites, communicating what

is strictly for athletes participating

es like these would be replacing

they thought to be the level of

in Fairfield University sports.

your frequented Internet destina-

At this time, the two fitness
centers on campus are the Quick

When asked to compare the
Athletic Center with the RecPlex,
field hockey member Shealyn Testa

tions for streaming, downloading
and viewing.
Although SOPA has since

'14 mentioned the few times she

been scrapped, the senate version

has actually been to the RecPlex.

of this bill, S. 968 PIPA, is still in

"The RecPlex does have more

the process of being voted upon,

activities to utilize, such as the

though temporarily postponed.

racquetball and more variety of
machines,"she said.

These highly debated bills
would essentially allow the gov-

However, she added, "the interior and equipment seem a little

protest by"blacking out" their

"It's just another
example of the abuse of
government power."
-SaraPollack'13
restriction to which SOPA would
entitle the government.

ernment to shut down access to

On blackout day, Wikipedia's

web sites that contained pirated

sole accessible page in its English

outdated, and it seems very tightly

content without a traditional trial,

division read, "For over a decade,

put together", citing the small place

according to the Huffington Post.

we have spent millions of hours

as a source of discomfort when
working out at the RecPlex.

"The fact of the matter is that
the backers of SOPA and PIPA

building the largest encyclopedia
in human history. Right now, the

really have no idea what they are

U.S. Congress is considering leg-

talking about," said Sara Pollack

islation that could fatally damage

done in 1998, adding an academic

'13. "They have the inclination

center for the varsity athletes,

that these bills will protect intel-

the free and open internet."
Over 115,000 websites par-

weight and fitness rooms, a prac-

lectual American property, create

ticipated in the blackout, either

tice basketball court and athletic

more American jobs, and put an

completely blocking access to

offices. The RecPlex was built in
1979. The last time renovations

end to'rogue'sites, but it's just

content or simply hinting towards

another example of the abuse of

opposition through illustra-

took place remains unknown.

government power."

The Walsh Athletic Center was
built in 1995 and had renovations

A committee that includes

So how did SOPA fizzle out?

tion, according to the New York
Times. Notable websites included

And why has PIPA been indefi-

Mikaela Tierney/The Mirror

Older machines at the RecPlex make the prospect of an addition exciting for some.

BEACH I PAGE 3

workout area and weight rooms

time about a week ago and almost

Currently, the school wishes

semester's most violent break-in

Virtual Protests to Internet Censorship

Renovations to the lobby,

RecPlex at Fairfield University. But

to construct an 11,000 square-

The car break-ins reported

RECPLEX I MQE

3

nitely postponed?
According to a written state-

SOPA! PAGE 5
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FUSA Election Season Begins

Thefts at
the Beach

Students Must Decide Which Candidate They Believe Will Be Best for Their Future at Fairfield
BY MARTIN O'SULLIVAN
NEWS EDITOR

CONTINUED FROM PG.

1

Page 3

AS

people consider what

be inevitable that they will have to

include planning the spring and

- A primary debate will be held in

eventually cut programs."

fall concerts, the Presidential Ball,

the lower BCC on February 16 from

In addition to regularly holding

featured speakers, and a variety of

7-10:30 p.m. Candidates will debate

open forum meetings with a portion

other campus events, according to

the big issues to try to convince

the coming months hold for the

of the student body, Vogel sits on the

their website. The next FUSA presi-

the audience who is worthy to be a

involving the Sacred Heart student,

Republican primaries and eventual

University Budget Committee along

dent can look forward to filling this

frontrunner.

and many hope to put even more

presidential race, a similar electoral

with various faculty, administrators

role of student mediator and event

- Similar to the upcoming Republi-

distance between the student-

process merits the attention of stu-

and other student representatives in

organizer.

can primaries this spring, there will

occupied beach houses and any

dents here at Fairfield University.

order to voice student concerns for

crimes in town.
Some students have already

The Fairfield University Student
Association is holding elections for

potentially cut programs.
"We live in a culture of

So what can one expect within

be primary elections on Feb. 21 from

the coming weeks in terms of elec-

10am to 7:30 p.m. in the lower BCC.

tions?

These are to eliminate all but two

acknowledged improvements in

positions in their executive cabinet

complaining at Fairfield,"said

- A general information session

runners for each position to ensure

the new year. Chelsea Whittemore

within the coming weeks. Positions

Vogel."The reason that I'm serving

about the entire electoral process

that each candidacy will be won by a

'12, a beach resident, said she is

will include president, vice presi-

students is to be working on coming

will take place on Feb. 6 and 7 from

majority vote.

not aware of any burglaries that

dent and senator.

up with solutions. Not [to] always be

7-8 p.m. in the BCC 200. Any ques-

-The general elections will take

occurred over Christmas break.

So what makes the FUSA

the one that has the solutions, but

tions one may have about running

place on Feb. 28 from 10 a.m.

elections so important this year?

properly delegating, finding people

or voting can be brought here.

-7:30pm in the lower BCC with

the students'beach houses in

Perhaps it is last semester's resigna-

that are relevant and can be working

- Applications packets for those ap-

the winners of the race being an-

the future, she believes the police

tion of Charlie Knights'12 as FUSA

on solutions, creating different com-

plying to run for a position are due

nounced after 9 p.m. that night at

should investigate all burglaries

president, promoting then-Vice

mittees, and just bringing people

by Feb. 10 at 4 p.m. in BCC 200.

the Levee post-party.

to the fullest, especially "in such a

President Rob Vogel '13.

together to talk, to have those

- A meeting discussing campaigning

debates."

policies will be held on Feb. 13 from

in the next few weeks for extensive

7-10:30 p.m. in BCC 200.

election coverage!

In order to ensure the safety of

vulnerable area."
The material and emotional

Citing a difficulty in balancing extracurriculars and education,

tolls that these crimes have taken

Knights resigned from his office

on the senior class' beach resi-

mid-December, informing the

dents do not seem to dissuade the

student body via e-mail. Following

hopeful students from other

the FUSA constitution, Vogel was

grades, however. Junior Lauren

promoted to president.

Conte has heard the frustrations

Although Vogel said he could

of current beach residents and

not campaign as an incumbent

believes that the police should be

president until after Feb. 13, he

more involved in the future, but

expressed his interest in running

she still hopes to be one of the

and welcomed the challenge of a

few students who will be allowed

multi-candidate race.

to live off campus in the coming
school year.
Eve Setter '14, likewise, is set

"If there are people that want to
also run, then I am looking forward
to the event of having people com-

on living at the beach during her

pete and run against me," he said in

senior year. Many students agree

an interview with The Mirror. "I'm

that the beach living option was
one of Fairfield's most enticing features during their college searches,

open to having debate and I think it
would almost be a good thing, you
know, to increase interest by the

and they are not willing to give up

student population."

their dream because of the breakins that are hopefully a thing of the
past..

Other FUSA responsibilities

Be sure to follow The Mirror

The election also comes at a
time of financial concern within the
school. According to the administra-

If you have any information
regarding the recent criminal
activity in the Fairfield Beach area,

tion last month, the school is amidst
a $6.1 million budget deficit.
Vogel was quoted in a past

call the Fairfield Police Depart-

Mirror article as saying that "unless

ment at 203-254-4048. For any

Fairfield seriously changes their

burglaries occurring on campus,

models, and restructures

call the Office of Public Safety at

what they're looking to do

203-254-4000 ext. 4090.

financially... I think it will

FUSA Contributed Photo

Students voted for candidates at polling stations in the Lower Level of the BCC in last year's FUSA elections

An Age Old Question: Can Science and Religion Coexist?
sumptions.
However, the real catalyst for the

BY FARHEEN KHAN

diocese's superintendent of schools,

RecPlex
CONTINUTED FROM PG.

1

said that religion and science chairs

starting of this program began ten

at the five diocese high schools and

faculty members and student input

years ago when he started teaching

elementary school principals will

from the FUSA student Senate has

a class entitled God and Modern

also participate. Sister Mary Grace

been working on the plan for the

Biology at Fairfield. He observed that

Walsh, the deputy superintendent of

RecPlex. Students are asked what

Could we possibly be both?

even though many of the students

schools for the diocese, has informed

changes they would like to see in

Throughout most of history, a

were Catholic, they did not have a

the public that each of the teachers

the new RecPlex, and the feedback
is then passed onto the committee.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Are we the descendants of monkeys? Or the children of God?

major debate has existed between

strong grasp of church teachings

in this program is well versed in their

scientific and religious beliefs. One

when it came to science. Soon after,

fields and knows the church's tech-

prominent argument in this field is

Sauer took a shortened version of his

niques related to the subject.

between the theories of evolution

course to local parishes.

and creationism.
In response to this problem,

"God and Modern Biology" program

voiced his disagreement with the way
religious leaders condemn scientific
principles and how scientists conversely deny matters of faith or the
presence of a higher power.
Scientists acknowledge Darwin-

renovations, and they want to bet-

cussions will be a five-day summer

ter fit the students needs" says Sam

will be an educational enrichment

program that will run from the end

Maxfield, Chair of the Academic

program beginning in February. He

of June 2012 to the beginning of July

and other Fairfield faculty will meet

2012. The first four days will deal with

"Some objectives are to make the

with leaders from 29 parishes and

sessions on specific scientific content

gym more visible from the road,

schools in the Diocese of Bridgeport

and the religious or theological

new equipment, and fix it up to

can be credited to God as opposed to
evolution.

to commence with the development

implications of science. The last day

better suit the students needs".

of an instructional program to ad-

will deal with developing strategies

ATown Plan and Zon-

When asked about his interest
in this issue, Sauer said, "I'm really

dress religion and science in a way

to implement the teaching into daily

ing Commission took place on

that can be used in faith formation,

life.

Tuesday, Jan. 10th to propose an

interested in the ways religious points
of view intersect with science, seeing

youth, Bible Study, and other aca-

Contributed Photo
Dr. Glenn Sauer, Biology professor

as a way to find a balance between
these opposing viewpoints. Sauer

The final product of these dis-

According to Sauer, the series

Committee and 2014 class senator.

Fairfield University biology professor Dr. Glenn Sauer initiated the

"The University is in the process of collecting funds for possible

how different religions address the

ian evolution, which states that all life

issues, such as the Big Bang Theory,

is related and descended from a com-

evolution, and biotechnology." He

mon ancestor. The theory of creation-

shared his desire for individuals to

demic settings.
There will be approximately 50

Each of the programs will include guest lectures, reading groups,
or planned discussions in Catechism

addition to the Quick Recreation
Complex.
The RecPlex renovations

to 75 parish priests, directors of reli-

classes. The group will then have

status remains unannounced, but

gious education, youth group leaders,

monthly meeting from 2012-2013

the project is predicted to start

and other volunteers from around

along with a public lecture by a

sometime after the summer.

ism, on the other hand, believes that

be educated about both sides of this

Fairfield County involved in the initial

scholar in the science and religion

the existence of contemporary life

controversy before making any as-

discussions. Dr. Margaret Dames, the

field.
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Campus Crime Beat

Mirror Picks of
the Week!

sprinkler system. No one has been identified in connection to the dangerous alteration.

Monday, 1/16
7:16 a.m.Both doors to a townhouse were made inaccessible by
the placement of tree branches. No suspects have been
identified.

6:32 p.m.Four high school students were caught smoking marijuana
in the Alumni Field ticket booth. Two were arrested in the
incident.

10:52 p.m.An unopened beer can was thrown into
a window of two Claver Hall residents'
room, smashing the glass.

Thursday January 26 Martin Luther King Jr.
Convocation Speech
featuring Coach Herman
Boone. 3 p.m. in the
Quick Center.

Saturday, 1/21
4:46 a.m.Exit signs in Dolan Hall were
smashed. No one has been
found responsible for the
damages.

Tuesday, 1/17
2:54 p.m.The Dolan Commons health desk
reported the sighting of a suspicious
individual. The male was identified as
a student and referred to the Dean of
Students'office for suspicious behavior.

10:37 p.m.After residents denied RA entry to a room, refused to lower
music volume or provide
identification, DPS was called
to assist Residence Life with
unruly individuals in Jogues
Hall.

Friday, 1/20
12:52 a.m.An odor of marijuana in Gonzaga Hall
led to the arrest of one student for possession of narcotics.
1:42 a.m.DPS responded to a fight in progress in
Campion Hall. Both parties involved
were identified and one, a student,
was treated at a local hospital for injuries while the other,
a non-student, refused treatment. The non-student was
given a criminal trespass warning.
3:20 a.m.A person in Jogues Hall altered valves connected to the

10:39 p.m.
Two Jogues Hall exit signs
on the ground floor had their
face plates removed. The face
plates have not been found.
Sunday, 1/22
2:17 a.m.DPS discovered individuals in Gonzaga Hall to be playing
what appeared to be beer pong. Investigation found cups
to be filled with water, and one beer can left in plain sight.
Students were referred to the Dean of Students' office.

Relay for Life Kickoff
Event.
6 p.m. at the Levee.
Friday January 27th Friday Night Movie
Series featuring "Drive.'
10 p.m. in the Gonzaga
Auditorium.
Saturday January 28th 2nd Annual Student
Athlete Talent Show. 7
p.m. in Alumni Hall.
Sunday January 29th Tryouts for Rernixx,
Fairfield's Hip-hop
Dance Team. 2 p.m. in
the B.C.C. Oak Room.

Mirror Meeting- 7:00 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS

Every Wednesday

Go to www.fairfieldmirror.com to place your ad for as low as $10!

Lower BCC
Free Pizza

WANT TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED?

WANT TO WORK FOR THE MIRROR?
(and get paid?!)
APPLICATIONS WILL BE DISTRIBUTED AT
THE MIRROR MEETING THIS WEEK

EMAIL
ADVERTISING®
FAIRFIELDMIRROR.
COM

WEDNESDAY, 7 pm
MIRROR OFFICE, LL BCC

Bring a Friend
Story Deadline 6 p.m. Sunday

CORRECTIONS BOX
No corrections from the past issue.

See an error? email infb@fairfieldmirror.com
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A Stag Staffer Reaches for Stardom
When they started coming in as freshmen,

going to school right now for acting. All we

some of them even from high school, we

do is joke around here, so I just figure I can

lege campus?

see them mature.The way the dress, the

actually do it I'm going to try to see if I can

way they talk, they leam.l see a lot of kids

get dasses here.

Twenty-seven-year-old Miguel Alvarado

MA It's good, actually You get to
meet other people. Some of them are

support throughout the political,

has worked at The Stag since it was

from a different country coming in. Most

one of their professors. I feel like I've been

economic and entertainment

established.Throughout his time there, he

of the people are just down for chillin'so

going to school here for years.

BY DANICA CEBALLOS

TM: What is it like working on a col-

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Google, Reddit,WordPress,Tumblr, and Flickr.
These bills also had major

sphere.

What's it like to work at Fairfield LI?

has worked beside his grandfather, uncle

you can have a healthy conversation with

and aunt Alvarado has big plans for the

someone and learn from them as they

20th episode of "Real Time with

future and is currently working towards

learn from us.

Bill Maher,"host and libertarian

accomplishing his goals.

For example, on the January

graduate and everything. I feel like I'm
TM: Do you know what you want to
do with acting?
MA I want to go for Broadway- If I
TM: Whaf s the biggest change that
you've noticed over the years?

could get into a movie, sitcoms I'd rather
go for a soap opera than a movie.

MA I would say the new parking lot

Bill Maher stated his support for
the bill, citing a "moral dimension"to stopping internet piracy.
Companies in support of this
legislation included Wal-Mart,

TMIfyou could act
The Mirror: What do you

with anyone, who would it

find interesting about Fairfield?

be?

Miguel Alvarado: How

MA Oh wow! You

they put everything together.

know, I've been thinking

Disney, Sony, Nike, and Ralph

From the time I've been

about that lately. I'd like to

Lauren, according to an official

coming here as a kid with my

work with Vince Vaughn

support letter to Congress signed

grandparents, little by little

because he is so hilarious. I

by more than 120 businesses.

everything starts to change.

can see myself doing work

Now they've made it bigger and
a lot cleaner.

like that

The day after the blackout,
file-sharing web site Megaupload
was seized by the FBI and Justice
Department in what they viewed
as one of the biggest copyright
piracy cases to date, according

TM: Have you tried out
TM: What is yourfavorite

for any shows, like American

thing about working at The Stag?

Idol or anything?

MAThe environment is

MA Oh no, I'm not that

to The NewYorkTimes. Founder

my favorite thing. Everything

good. I don't want to be look-

Kim Schmitz, along with several

upstairs is just boring. Down

ing like a fool. I'm supposed to

others, was arrested and charged

here ifsjust really fun.

laugh at them, not be laughed

with five counts of copyright
infringement and conspiracy.
Although admitting that
PIPA's significant opposition
required attention, Senator Reid

at I signed up for'The Biggest
Loser"so I'm trying to wait

TM: Have you ever worked
Late Night at The Stag and how is

for that to happen. I just like

it different from any other day?

to joke around. I don't like to

MA Yes, I have a couple

take life serious

stressed that the bill is still alive,

of times but not a lot There are

saying, "There is no reason that

a lot of students. We have to keep

There are certain things
Danica Ceballos/The Mirror thatyou have to take serJOUS-

the legitimate issues raised by

serving them and keep serving

many about this bill cannot be

them. It's fun because we get a lot

resolved."

of drunk students that come and some of

Though PIPA remains

Miguel Alvarado is one of the workers at the Stag. Alvarado dreams of making it big on Broadway.

ly, but anything that doesnt
kill me makes me stronger. So

TM: Do you feel like the students

them act like a fool. Wejust laugh about

have changed at all since you've been

postponed, it has the potential to

it and tell them later what they did if they

working here?

resurface for voting at any time.

don't remember.

MA Over the years, yes they have.

infrontofBellarmine.

ImakeajokeoutofitThafswhyyouguys
see us all the time joking around. It's these

TM: What are yourfutu re goals?

guys here that make it a good time.

MA My future goal is actually I'm

^airfielcl fceach (Rouses for J^ent

ftvaiUJoU fall 2012
"[Fie ^atl @ 1018 $ef fed
"[Fie H<* T*™A* @<&*em Point: 80%, 801g, 801C fairfieU gea^ feed
~[Fle J^xuloodt @ j^Act Qaurt ~|Fle forgotten Path

"fhe jf^ecl (-jouses
Call Brian 203-521-8611
Brian@RedShoeFilm.com
To see houses online go to:
www.LisaDeRussell.com (photography website) CLICK ON RENTALS
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Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

Career Corner
Do You Want a Job or Internship?
Register on Experience...
Full-time professional employment, summer internships and local pre-professional
part-time opportunities are listed.
BYFUSA
COLUMNIST

• Visit www.fairfield.edu/cpc and select the Experience link
• Complete your registration entering your Fairfield email address as the username
and the last 4 digits of your ID as the password
Questions??? Give us a call 203.254.4081 or Email:cpc@fairfield.edu

Employer Application Deadlines:
Frontier Communications
Silver Point Capital
Baanyan Software Services, Inc.
Baanyan Software Services, Inc.
Baanyan Software Services, Inc.
Baanyan Software Services, Inc.
Baanyan Software Services, Inc.
Baanyan Software Services, Inc.

Social Marketing & Media Intern
Junior Fund Accountant
Quality Analyst
SQL Developer
Business Analyst
Net Developer
Java Developer
Software Engineer

01/27/2012
01/30/2012
01/31/2012
01/31/2012
01/31/2012
01/31/2012
01/31/2012
01/31/2012

Be sure to visit Experience frequently for the latest position announcements.
Visit http://fairfield.experience.com

Making the Most of the Career Fair Workshop
Tuesday, January 31

4:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.

Career Planning, Kelley Center

Career Fair
Thursday, February 9 11:00a.m.-3:00p.m.
Be sure to visit the Career Fair participant list on Experience

RecPlex

Drop In Hours....
Friday's

9:00-12:00p:m: and 1:30-4:00p.m.

Career Planning, Kelley Center

Dearest Students,
One of my main goals for FUSA
this semester is to bridge the communication gap between FUSA and
the student body. No matter what
position a FUSA official holds, we
all share the same primary objective: to serve the student body. In
order for us to serve effectively
and efficiently, we need to better
understand the wants and needs
of students so that we can align our
resources to satisfy them in a manner which most positively impacts
the lives of Fairfield students. In
order for this to happen, I'm asking
students to present FUSA with the
relevant information that is necessary to enhance the student experience.
We would like for students to
feel comfortable coming to FUSA
with their feelings, thoughts and
suggestions. If you feel that your
student rights are being unjustly
infringed upon, we are here to support you. FUSA will do everything
it can to stand up for the student
experience at Fairfield. We are not
here to complain, but rather to
construct solutions to the problems
that you may face as a student in a

timely manner.
We are working on new ways
for students to communicate with
us. We have created a direct email
for me (FUSApresident@student.
fairfield.edu) so that anything you
send will come to my direct attention and be transferred to the
appropriate officials. Also, we have
a new contact us sheet on the FUSA
website that you can access very
easily and effectively.
Finally, I would like to invite
you to come out Tuesday night
at 7:00 in the lower level BCC to
attend the Inaugural FUSA Open
Forum. At this forum, you can
stop by and present something you
would like to discuss or comment
on an ongoing conversation.This is
a chance for us to come together as
students and get on the same page.
I know there is at least one topic of
discussion that every student can
think of that could be brought up at
this forum, so come on down.
I look forward to the discussion
next Tuesday.
Your President,
RobVogel'13

THE MIRROR
MM

IS LOOKING FOR A NEW BUSINESS STAFF.
ANYONE INTERESTED IN A

PAID
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
(CFO) POSITION
IS ENCOURAGED TO APPLY.
RESPONSIBILTIES WOULD INCLUDE
- MANAGMENT OF PAYROLL
- MAINTAINING THE BUDGET
- FILING TAXES
(AMONG OTHER THINGS.)
MUST BE WILLING TO DEDICATE ABOUT 15 HOURS A WEEK.
ACCOUNTING, ECONOMICS, AND/OR FINANCE MAJORS PREFERRED.

SOPHOMORES OR JUNIORS WITH EXPERIENCE PREFERRED.

PLEASE CONTACT INFO@FAIRFIELDMIRROR.COM

Contributed Photo
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And the Break-Ins Continue at the Beach

The Truth
Back when the bookstore opened in November, University
administrators were excited about the potential opportunities
the new space could offer. Students, however, worried about the
additional inconvenience the move of their familiar bookstore
could add to their already hectic schedules.
Especially when textbook time hits.
In the November 9th issue of The Mirror, the front page
article "The Books are Back in Town" said, "Fitzpatrick echoed
Schoenfeldt's [the campus materials manager] statement, saying
that they don't want to inconvenience the students" by putting
the bookstore and book pickup in town. The original plan had
been that students were allowed to get their books on-campus
until a specific cut-off date, when they would have to take the
shuttle to town for their required materials.
Good idea, but it didn't quite work out as smoothly as planned.
Numerous students ran into difficulties this past week trying
to pick up their textbooks in the on-campus and off-campus
locations after pre-ordering book purchases or rentals. Some
students, expecting all of their books to be ready for them to
pick up at the on-campus bookstore, discovered that some of
their books were on backorder and unavailable. This left them
having to scramble on the first day to class to find other ways
to rent or buy their books - definitely not a fun way to start the
semester. Other people went to the Oak Room looking to pick up
their books, as noted on the bookstore website, only to figure out
that their books were actually downstairs. Overall, it wasn't the
simplest way to get your books and added negatively to the stress
level of the semester.
Hopefully this year's challenges occurred only because it
was the first time book purchases and rental pick-ups were being
done between the two locations, and next year the kinks will all
be worked out.
At least we can hope...
The Mirror
welcomes the opinions and contributions of its ■ readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by email at infbiafairfieldmirror.com or Box M
All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or online.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and
grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal attacks,
and should contain correct and factual information not exceeding 500 words

Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down

Vincent Ferrer/The Mirror
Did you hear about the break-in at the beach? Read "Off-Campus Crime Continues for Beach Residents" on page 1
Have an opinion about something? Send us your thoughts at opinion@fairfieldmirror.com

Practical vs. Passionate
BY AMBER NOWAK

follow them. But it's a different world.

trained in the humanities who study

CHIEF COPY EDITOR

And as the jobless generation grows

Shakespeare's poetry, or Cezanne's

You should have been a nurs-

• The Mirror is back this
week!

• Fairfield Men's Basketball game vs. lona this
Friday night.

• There is no sign of snow
in the near future which
means no snowdays.

• Revenge is on tonight!
If you haven't watched it
yet, catch it tonight!

Syllabus week is over.

• Convocation is midday on a Thursday. Not
good timing.

•Fairfield Mirror staff's
sympathies go out to
the Marist student
body in the wake of this
week's tragic fire.

•The shuttle hours make
it very hard for students
with internships to get to
work on time.

• Turbos lasted the full
two and a half hours,
even during the first
class.

paintings, say, have learned to play

false idols of passion.This philosophy

with big concepts, and to apply

ing major. Yes, it's true that with the

no longer works for us, or at most, feels

new ways of thinking to difficult

economy as it is, it won't be easy to

incomplete."

problems that can't be analyzed in
conventional ways."

find a job in any field. It is, however,

In a Bloomberg Businessweek

widely known that jobs are opening
up in the health care and medical fields as the "Baby Boomer"

article, contributing writer Robert
E. Geer argues that, college graduates need to focus on gaining skills,

generation ages. If healing the

not studying liberal arts. He says,"to

balance. You can make the most of
a liberal arts degree by stocking up

There is something to be said
for either argument in the debate.
In the end, it all comes down to

sick isn't your thing, try computer

compete—and succeed—in today's

engineering or computer science.

global economy, our universities

on the skills liberal arts actually can

The demand for people who are

must do more than simply impart

teach you. If you have your heart set

adept at working with technology is

knowledge. They need to offer

on being a Music major, go for it. But

constantly on the rise.

specialized courses of study that

take courses in professional writing

But what if you had other

to hone those excellent writing skills

teach students how to create knowl■

that are in-demand, and minor

dreams? How can you just abandon

edge, innovate and blend multiple

those aspirations of being America's

disciplines to forge new pathways in

in Spanish or Arabic and work to

next greatest archaeologist since Indi-

science and technology."

achieve fluency.

ana Jones? Sure, you won't be making

• Tuesday was amazing
weather for January 24!

up, we realize the grand betrayal of the

With so many people out there

For those seniors who are on

bank, but it's your passion, and at the

who have four-year degrees but

their way out, Segovia suggests looking

end of the day you will be happy.

can't find jobs, a great understand-

for opportunities that address "big

Unless, of course, if you can't

ing of theory won't be enough to

problems"affecting our society, such as

find a job in your dream field because

carry you through the recession.

climate change, sustainability, poverty,

the market is saturated with quali-

Liberal arts schools like Fairfield

fied job applicants who share your

tend to be behind specialized

education, health care, technology and
urbanization in emerging markets.

dreams. If that's the case, what is one
to do with a degree in Anthropology

schools in their offerings of courses
that teach students such market-

of our decision-making changes

and Peace & Justice Studies?

able skills as Adobe Photoshop

everything. It's not about the self

proficiency and basic HTML, for

anymore. It's about what you can

example.

do and how you can be a valuable

"To find happiness, forget about
passion,"argues Harvard Business

"Putting problems at the center

A Harvard Business review

contributor," he says."For one, it

Segovia points out the tough times

article by Tony Golsby-Smith makes

shifts your attention from you to

our generation faces when deciding to

a case for liberal arts students,

others and the wider world. You

pursue our passions, only to find that

asserting that many professionals

stop dwelling. You become less self-

the jobs are no longer available. He

today lack critical skills in creative

says that, "today's twenty-somethings

problem solving and analytical

absorbed. Ironically, we become
happier if we worry less about what

were raised to find our dreams and

thinking. He says that,"People

makes us happy."

Review blogger Oliver Segovia.

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE:
//

think the acts in the talent show are
going to be bigger and better
then you have ever seen."

- Kelley Brady, Goal Keeper for the Women's Lacrosse Team
See "Stag's 2nd Annual Talent Show" pg. 18
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Say Goodbye to College Life Before Senior Year
BY GENEVIEVE BLEIDNER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

to stay. I'm saving money and time,"
he said.
In an article from Dec 6 on

"I believe
that students who
rush to graduate

USA Today: College Edition Online,

early do miss part

ideas of co-ed dorm living, long nights

early graduates can "negatively impact

of the entire student

of partying coupled with long nights

university budgets that rely on student

experience, because

of forced study and finally reaching a

tuition dollars,"an obvious issue for

their experience,

College: the word itself brings up

level of adulthood in which you are free

both students and schools that could

instead of being 8

from home life and, to a certain extent,

potentially lead to reform in the num-

semesters and three

parents' rules.

ber of early graduates allowed per year

summers between,

if the current numbers keep growing.

is compressed,"

Mention the word to aged adults
in the thick of the real-world and they

Though Will is saving his money

stated Dean Chap-

will often recall memories of "the glory

and has sped up his introduction into

pell. "They take more

days."The keg stands and beach parties,

the job market by a year, he knows

courses at a faster

or, as one parent of a friend did in the

that not everyone would want to or

pace, and they rush

years he went to Fairfield University,

even be able to handle the pressures of

through the system

riding a motorcycle up and down the

cramming a curriculum designed to be

academically. The

steps of the dormitories at one o'clock

accomplished in four years into only

compression aJso

in the morning, completely untamed.

three.

causes students to

"It's not for everyone, obvi-

limit their involve-

four-year vacation.There are students

ously, but this is something I've always

ment in extracur-

who choose to cut their time spent in

wanted to do. Hopefully this time next

ricular activities, which limits the full

year I'll have a job or at least be getting

college experience—both the academic

shy away from graduating early is the

job experience somewhere, while the

and the extra-curricular experience.

prospect of obtaining a job or being

strong resume.
If you wantto get a job in a lead-

admitted into a graduate school, law

ership program,"she said,"you prob-

College, for others, isn't one long

school down by a semester or even two.
One such student, Will VanWhy
'12, a 20-year-old art history major with

rest of the people my age will be just

a minor in English, is graduating a full

finishing school."

year before his peers. He made this

Fairfield University is a four-

Likewise, students often don't like

Vincent Ferrer/The Mirror
ate experience."
Another reason students might

is a qualified candidate for being hired,
as long as they did well and have a

being pressured and can feel as though

school, or any other professional

ably won't start working until the rest

they are missing out which is the main

program. Cath Borgman, director of

of the new grads in your'starting class'

decision early on in his freshman year

year college with an emphasis on the

reason Dean Chappell disagrees with

the Career Planning office on campus,

have graduated. Otherwise, it goes

of college, and had several reasons as
to why he decided to finish school in

experience of the student academically

the decision to graduate early made by

was able to make some sense of the

back to if there is a job opening and you

as well as spiritually and emotion-

several students each graduating year.

likelihood of early graduates to be taken

have the skills they will hire you."

three years.

ally. Though none could cite specific

Will is happy with his deci-

data on the number of early graduates

She stated/College is about
learning - academically, of course. But

When asked whether or not he

seriously by companies and schools
right out of college.

felt like he got a true college experience,

sion to cut his college career short,

Fairfield has each year, several school

college is also about learning about

even though he knew going into the

representatives had mixed feelings

oneself and experiencing personal

"employers are more concerned that

graduating before other students his

endeavor that the school would try its

about students who try to graduate off

growth and development. There is only

you have your courses completed and

age.

hardest to convince him to stay the

schedule and before their peers.

one set of four years for the undergrad-

you are equipped to do the job they

uate experience, and there is no other

want filled. Having the degree is more

yeah, some people have said to me

demic Advising Dr. Deb Chappell was

educational experience like it. Graduate

important than if you did it in three or

that I should stay another year, get the

to decide and follow through with

one of the representatives who gave her

school, law school, dental school and

four years."

'college experience,'but I've always

early graduation-the school obviously

opinion on the matter, and she made it

medical school are all very different

doesn't want to lose the tuition from

dearthat students need to get all four

from the undergraduate experience.

someone who should be spending four

years of college to fully experience and

That is the reason that I think it is so

years at the college but it's unnecessary

appreciate their time spent at a school.

important to have the full undergradu-

extra two semesters.
"It's entirely up to the student

The Dean of Exploratory Aca-

"From what I can tell,"she stated,

According to Borgman, the time
it took for a student to graduate, be it
three or four years, should have little
impact on whether or notjhat student

VanWhy said he had no regrets about

"It's been relatively positive, but,

been independent. I can't.wait to be
on my own, have my own place. I'm an
old soul."

Grow your
own way

No two career paths are alike.
That's why we help you design your own.
We'll provide the training, coaching, and
experiences to help you build relationships
and take advantage of opportunities that
will help shape your career—at PwC and
beyond. Find out how you can grow your
own way at www.pwc.tv

pwc

•■& 2011 PricewalerhouseCoopers LLP. AH rights reserved. In this document,
"PwC" refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP fa Delaware limited liability
partnership), which is a member firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers international
Limited, each member firm of which is a separate legal entity. We are proud to be
an Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Frank Warren is the secret keeper who likes to share secrets.
BY MIKAELA TIERNEY
EDITOR IN CHIEF

o you pee in the shower? Apparently it's more
common than you'd
like to think, according to Frank
Warren, the creator ofthe worldfamous hlog PostSecret. Warren
has received this secret most
frequently throughout his entire
time reading and posting people's anonymous secrets online
for the world to see.
Hie Fairfield University Inter-Residential Housing Association (IRHA) began planning for
the PostSecret event in August.
"Each year IRHA chooses an
advocacy issue that is important
to all of us, and for the 2011-2012
school year we chose suicide prevention initiatives," said Vice President Briana Crank' 12. "Hie PostSecret mission really speaks to this."
"PostSecret is this great
example of the power of com- ,
munity and anonymity; that I
someone who is in great '
despair, or simply does not
feel heard in some aspect
of their life, and yet has this ,
outlet in which to feel heard,
is a wonderful thing," Emily
Goodman '14, IRHA Community
Outreach Director, explained.
"Sometimes, being heard can be
the difference between wanting
to die and wanting to live; between feeling utterly alone in the
world, and feeling like you're not
the only one."
"No matter how connected
we all feel with Facebook and
Twitter and email and texting,
there is still this feeling sometimes that no one else can possibly understand us," Goodman
noted. "And yet, here is this man
who changes all of that by the
simple act of opening his mailbox
to the millions of people in this
country, and even those outside
of it; someone who is never too
busy to be a shoulder to cry on,
and someone who never judges
you for your secrets."
A number of University departments contributed to the coordination of the event, including
Joe Defeo (on behalf of Student
Development), Residence Life,
Student Diversity Programs, the
Office of the Dean of Students,
University Activities, and New
Student Programs.
Hie event, scheduled for
February 2nd, will be held in the
Quick Center at 7:30 p.m. Tickets
are free for any Fairfield student
and cost $20 for the public. Following his talk, Warren will be
holding a book sale and signing
in the lobby of the Quick Center.
"It's scary to really face your
own secrets, but when you do,
you begin to realize that the very
things that haunt us are not as
haunting as they can very often
feel," Goodman said.
Cronk hopes that the campus
community will share their secrets

and enjoy the event as much as she
will. "Personally, I think he's one of
the most inspiring people Fairfield
students have had the chance to
meet, and I hope he really makes
an impact here."
The Mirror had the opportunity to ask him about his disorganization, his plans for

Secret, I was a volunteer on a suicide prevention hotline. My work
there really helped me to be nonjudgmental.

FW: Not really. They all
come anonymously, and my
hope is that people can find
some solace or catharsis when
they find the words and art to
take ownership of their secret
and then physically let it go to a
stranger.
TM: Did you have to
learn over time

TM: Do you ever feel
stressed or pressured with responsibility as the reader of everyone's secrets? Are you able to
separate the secrets from your
own life, or do the two mix and
affect one another?
FW: It does

like a great responsibility that I
have. So for example, I feel obligated to make sure I never miss
posting the Sunday Secrets even
if that means interrupting my
Christmas, which happened this
year, or doing it while sick.
TM: Have you ever had an
affirming moment that made all
of the reading, organizing and
posting of secrets worthwhile?
FW: A couple months ago,
I received a "[Mental Health
Advocacy] Lifetime Achievement Award" [at the 1st Annual
I IMAlive Conference] for my
' work on suicide prevention
' through PostSecret. That was
pretty special.
TM: Ultimately, do you
have plans to continue to grow
the PostSecret concept (beyond
the site and the books)? Would
you like to see it continue to
flourish and spread, or do would
you like it to remain as the original small, relatively-unknown
concept?

growing
PostSecret beyond the web, and
how he manages bearing the
weight of the
entire world on
his shoulders.

FW: I am working
on a PostSecret play right
now and a TED talk next
month. Both those prospects really excite me.

-r'„ «*

-,/»

Tr<3

ror: Have you
ever included one of
your own secrets on
a postcard on PostSecret?

^

TM: How do you
handle the intake of
I so many cards? How
I do you organize and
sort through all of the
secrets?
FW: I'm a
typical guy, so my
archive of all the
secrets mailed to
me is complete...
but very unorganized.

Frank Warren:
Yes, I have one of my
secrets in every book.
TM: Was there a
particular postcard that
made you the happiest?
Saddest?
Most memorable?

meaningful ones
to me. I like the
funny ones and
the ones that describe a hidden
act of kindness.
Maybe my secret
is I like the weird
sexual ones too.
To really answer
your
question
though, the ones
that remind me
of the secrets
I am keeping
from myself are
the ones that are most meaningful for me.
TM: Have you ever been
embarrassed reading someone
else's secret?

PHOTOS FROM
POSTSECRET

to judge people based on their
secrets, or was it a natural assumption upon starting the site?
FW: Before I started Post-
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Chickpea-Cauliflower Stew

EUROPEAN
tf WaXC^'fTER*
INVV
THf. Hl.TfMATS WAX rXFUBIeNCti

BY MARGOT DA CUNHA

GIVE A FRIEND A FREE WAX.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This recipe contains a
plethora of heart-healthy, organic ingredients. I was inspired to create this stew from
the website foodgawker.com.
For the foodies out there
who love to explore recipes
online, foodgawker is a chef's
heaven.
It provides beautiful photographs of prepared meals,
deserts, appetizers and whatever else your heart could
possibly desire.
Foodgawker leads readers to food blogs with detailed
recipes and photographs of
the stages of preparation. This
chickpea-cauliflower stew is
one of those meals you can
scoop into a large bowl, sit
with by the fire and savor on a
cold winter night.
Serving sizes can be big
because it is very low in calories, and the recipe makes
enough to store in your townhouse fridge and enjoy leftovers for the next few nights.
Chickpeas are one of my
favorite beans. They're cheap,
filling, and provide the protein you need to get through
the day or night.
I also love San Marzano
tomatoes to serve as the base.

AND EARN $5.
I.

3.

4.
5.

Heat the oil in a large saucepan over medium-high and saute the onion and garlic until
the onions are softened (about 4 minutes).
Then add the spices. Once the spices are
mixed in, add the tomatoes along with their
juices (crushing with your hands), chickpeas,
cauliflower and water.
Bring to a boil and then let simmer for 20 to
25 minutes, until the cauliflower is soft and
the liquid has slightly thickened.
Finally add the spinach and cook until just
wilted.
Serve over couscous or quinoa and enjoy!

2 tablespoons of olive oil
1 chopped onion
2 cloves of chopped garlic
1 xh teaspoons of chili powder
1 Vz teaspoons of ground cumin
Salt and pepper
28 ounce can of whole San Marzano tomatoes
15 ounce can of chickpeas, drained and rinsed
% cup of water
1 head of cauliflower
chopped into' small florets
10 ounce package of chopped spinach (if frozen, defrost in the microwave)

Love your experience at European Wax Center)
Pass It on.We'll return the favor by giving you
credit toward your next visit. Not just once or
twice, but every time you make a referral. So
if you haven't already, come discover Comfort
WaxTKthe wax that goes on invitingly warm.
is more soothing to skin and gives silky smooth
results.Tell your friends.And reap the many
benefits. Wink, wink.

i

REFERRAL PROGRAM

FREE WAX OFFER
FOR REGISTERED GUESTS.
CLICK THE BUTTON BELOWTO JOIN
OUR GRAND OPENING GUESTS UST.

REGISTER HERE

Junior Special

When you join Garden Catering's
new loyalty program... Nugget Points!
Enroll in any participating Garden Catering
location or online at gardencatering.net
2074 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield, CT 06825
Store Hours: 8am-8:30pm Mon-Sat, 9am-8pm Sunday

The Vine
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Philadelphia Dance Company Gives Breathtaking Performance
BY LOAN LE
VINE DIRECTOR

With its astounding and intricate dancing and amazing choreography, the Philadelphia Dance
Company (PHILADANCO) brought
great pleasure to the audience at
the Quick Center last Friday.
Fairfield University hosted
PHILADANCO, founded by Joan
Myers Brown in 1970, as it celebrated its 40th year with a quadruple bill
of modern and classical dances.
The show opened strongly
with "Violin Concerto," which included choreography by Mitch Myers and music by Philip Glass. Its
success was due largely to its lyrical
performance. Each intricate movement from the dancers reflected
the pitch and height of the music
until the audience could almost
envisage the dancers as the instruments producing the sounds. They
danced with intensity locked in soft
and fluid movement.
The sensitivity in the opening
Concerto II contrasted with Concerto III, but its performance was
no less impressive. At the end of
Concerto III, the audience seemed
to release a collective breath, signaling the end of a dance so intense
that the audience sat in distilling
awe.

The intimacy of this segment
was heightened by the beautiful
lighting designs, done by Clinton
Taylor. The vibrancy of the dancers was represented by bright and
warm colors like orange and yellow. Somberness played through
blue and violet settings.
The program continued with a
contemporary modern piece called

"Cottonwool," with music from
Christopher L. Huggins. To the enjoyment of the audience, the dance
piece was more playful and more
percussion-based. Visual colors
emphasized and changed with the
speed of dance moves.
Perhaps the best segment of
the dance performance was the inventive execution of "Guess Who's

Coming to Dinner," choreographed
by Ray Mercer. Unlike the previous
performances, the dancers used a
prop that could either hinder or enhance their performance: a table.
The audience watched in anticipation as the dancers weaved
over and under the table that stood
at least three feet tall. Any slight
movement from the table could

Contributed by Michael Horyczun, Arts Publicist/Photo Credit: Lois Greenfield

Performers fr$m PHILADANCO show their talents in "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?"

have been hazardous to the dancers, whose stability was grounded
in the table. The table was also used
in levels, where one performer
danced above another. Thrilling
the hearts of observers, the dancers
successfully performed particularly
dangerous moves.
Music also added to the drama of this particular segment. The
intermittent beats in "Dinner" allowed the audience to hear the
breathing of the dancers, heightening the intimacy between the performer and the observer.
The fourth segment with four
works demanded laughter: cue the
afros and white dance suits, and
suddenly, the dancers transformed
into partygoers of the 50s, 60s and
70s who came to enjoy a colliding
mesh of funk music. This segment
displayed the range of the dancers'
skill and energy, allowing their personalities to shine through, with a
loose, party-style number that had
the audience clapping along to the
riff-based soundtrack blasting from
the overheads.
How can anyone expect anything less from the company that
The New York Times calls "exuberant?"
PHILADANCO continues to
be celebrated for its innovation
and fusion of classical and AfricanAmerican dance traditions.

New Art Display Lacks Power
BY AMBER NOWAK
CHIEF COPY EDITOR

Sure it's art, but is it good?
The question of what
makes a work of art "good"
art has been debated for centuries.
Philosophers, critics, art historians,
auctioneers and collectors have all
kinds of complex specifications to
determine whether a work is truly
exceptional, perfectly ordinary, or
simply unfortunate.
My criteria are a bit more relaxed. I say that at the end of the
day, a good work of art should
make you think, make you feel, or
be inexplicably beautiful. A masterpiece hits on all three.
Currently on exhibit in the
Walsh Art Gallery at Quick Center
is Sylvia Wald: Seven Decades, a
showcase of the Philadelphia born
artist's long and diverse artistic career, which spans from 1915-2011.

Wald's work covers a broad
range of styles that reflects the
spectrum of the decades covered
by Wald's lengthy career. Fairfield
University media hailed Wald's collection of works for "its wide range
of expression, diversity of media,
and technical excellence," yet I
found the artwork to be less than
spectacular.
Wald has been regarded as "an
experimenter and innovator" in the
arts. Her works have been featured
in numerous renowned collections, national and international,
including: the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Museum of Modern Art,
The Brooklyn Museum, The Whitney Museum of American Art, The
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum,
Philadelphia Museum of Art, National Gallery of Art, Bibliotheque
Nationale in Paris, and the Victoria
and Albert Museum in London.
But the longer I look at the

mixed media sculptures like Untitled, 1977-78, the harder it is for
me to understand why. For example, the key to abstract expressionist works is that they are not only
abstract, but also expressive. With
gestural abstract expressionists like
Jackson Pollock, we see tension in
the spontaneity of his drip paintings, which emphasizes their vitality. Following the spirit of color field
abstract expressionism like Mark
Rothko, we are brought into a lull,
silently sinking into the deep abyss
of overwhelming nothingness. In
each we have an experience as we
stand before the painting, letting it
overcome us, envelop us, wash over
us, both in a different way.
Standing before Wald's abstract expressionist works, such as
Written in Sunlight II, I didn't feel
much of anything. Paintings such
as Untitled, 1961 seemed too controlled, as if holding back, but not
strongly
enough
for the viewer to
get a real sense of
the artist's frustration. It seems
to lack power, but
without relaying
the emotional intensity of crippling
and overwhelming
feelings of powerlessness.
Perhaps my
lack of interest is
a matter of being
over exposed. As a
product of the 21st
century, a completely
abstract
image
doesn't
hold the same
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shock value it would have had in
the 1950s. But this seems a poor explanation, since I have in fact spent
more than 15 minutes looking at
a Pollock or a de Kooning I'd seen
several times before, still in awe,
still feeling something.
There was one silkscreen image that was striking. Tag You're It!,
1941 had a unique perspective. It is
a bird's-eye view, but the stoplight
that juts out from the center of the
composition is foreshortened so
dramatically it gives the impression
that we are about to topple right out
of our window and onto the street
spread out before us. There is vitality in the playing children whose
limbs are splayed out to suggest the

complete freedom and irreverence
of childhood play.
Also in the exhibit is a particularly pleasant ink rendition of a
curled up dog, which at first appears
to be another non-representational
abstract expressionist work, but reveals itself to be a somewhat naturalistic sketch.
This one, like Tag You're It!,
captures a moment invested with
character, something lacking in
many of Wald's other works. These
two pieces are worth the trip to
the Quick Center, but otherwise I'd
suggest waiting for April, when the
junior and senior studio art majors
display their projects. These might
be more inspiring.
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9/11 Movie is "Incredibly" Beautiful
BY LOAN LE
VINE DIRECTOR

The trailer for "Extremely
Loud and Incredibly Close"
undoubtedly caused some
people to say that the movie about
9/11 is the film industry's way of exploiting the American tragedy for a
couple of bucks.
It's true: any media portrayal
of the 9/11 attacks toes the line between being respectful and being
exploitative. However, the film adaptation of the novel by Jonathan
Safran Foer, directed by Stephen
Daldry, makes the attacks the backdrop of the film.
"Extremely Loud" primarily
takes place a year after the 9/11 attacks. Oskar Schell (Thomas Horn)
had lost his father Thomas (Tom
Hanks) in the attacks, and he and
his mother Linda (Sandra Bullock)
still feel the emptiness from losing
a beloved figure in their lives. His
mother is trying her best to keep
the small family afloat, but she is
still floundering on how to deal
with her son, who, to the audience,
displays some symptoms of Asberger's syndrome: he is bright and
talkative, his attention jumps from
one thing to another, he hates loud
sounds and he has a fear of public
transportation.
One day Oskar finds a key in
an envelope with the word "Black"
written on it, and he believes that
the key will unlock an important

possession of his father's. He then
takes on the ambitious task of visiting all of the people in NYC with
the last name Black, hoping to uncover something which will keep
his father's memory alive. As a sensitive kid who experiences anxiety
around everyday things that most

out every Saturday in search of the
right Black and an explanation for
the key. Through his weekly journeys, he encounters people who, irresistible to Oskar's charm (in most
cases), open up to him about their
life experiences.
Most of the movie proceeded

some way to stay connected to him.
The film is about the act of moving on from a devastating turn of
events, just like the one Oskar had
experienced.
The movie highlights the power of finding strength in the people
around you. Oskar certainly found

Contributed Photo

The recently releaased film stars Thomas Horn as a son grieving over a father lost in the 9/11 attacks.

people are perfecdy comfortable
with, Oskar must overcome his
fears to complete his mission.
Along with his tambourine—
something of a security blanket for
Oskar—and a business card listing
his various occupations, he sets

like a lighthearted mystery because
people wanted to know what the
key unlocked. But it turns out that
the movie is not all about the key.
The most important part of
the movie is Oskar dealing with the
loss of his father while trying to find

his supporter in his mother, who,
like her son, still misses the sound
of her husband's voice. He also
finds a friend in a mysterious and
voluntarily mute man, played by
Max von Sydow who rents his German grandmother's apartment.

The Renter acts as a replacement-though short-lived- for Oskar's
father.
The level of acting in this film
should be heralded as a key aspect. Oskar is played by 14-year-old
Thomas Horn, a boy who—wait
for it—had no acting experience
before this movie. He was spotted
by Daldry after Horn appeared on
"Jeopardy! for Kids."
Every scene was brought to
life by Horn's innocent and eccentric portrayal of Oskar. Hanks (who
doesn't like him?) was cast as the
right person to play a loving father
and playmate for Oskar. Bullock
also played a convincing mother,
making some wonder how she
could have been in such a bomb
film like "All About Steve."
In spite of earlier fears, the
movie turned out not to be exploitive in the least, but rather a heartfelt and uplifting movie on moving
on.
Some critics are calling Oskar
"the obnoxious kid," yet I definitely
disagree with such a description.
C'mon, all kids are obnoxious. Oskar has the symptoms of autism,
therefore his actions are meant to
come across as invading or "obnoxious." It's how he behaves. Maybe
these critics should take a note of
patience from Oskar's father.
Yesterday, the Oscars announced that "Extremely Loud" was
nominated for Best Picture. Clearly
some people liked the movie.

Now Open
Join us at 1499 Post Road for a great cup of coffee.
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"Con Man to G-Man, It Could Happen?"
BY ANNEMARIE VEIRA
STAFF WRITER

When we last saw Special
Agent Peter Burke (Tim DeKay)
on USA's show "White Collar" and
his partner, the infamous con man
Neal Caffrey (Matt Bomer), Peter's
wife Elizabeth was kidnapped.
Mozzie, Neal's friend and associate, left with treasure from a
sunken German submarine and
gave Neal an ultimatum: either go
with Mozzie and step into another
life for the last time with the biggest
score ever, or stay in New Yorkanklet tracker and all—because he
considers Peter, his wife and the
team his family.
In the mid season opener, Neal
is truly a gentleman, staying to help
Peter find Elizabeth.
Peter and Neal already know
that Elizabeth's kidnapper is Keller,
the same Keller who was once one
of Neal's partners until Neal destroyed him professionally in the
racket, causing Keller to become
somewhat of a psychopath.
Peter and Neal receive a call
from Keller, who simply wants one
thing for Peter to get his wife back:
the treasure from the boat.
But there is a little problem
with that trade. Mozzie already left
New York with the goods, ready to
disappear.
Neal and Peter track Mozzie
down, and the three plan to make
the exchange with Keller.
However, the building where
the treasure was being housed is
searched by the NYPD because of
another case. Beyond the police

perimeter of the building, Keller,
Neal, Peter and Mozzie have to
work together to pull a con not only
to get into the building, but also
to get the treasure onto their truck
and haul it off.
Meanwhile, Elizabeth convinces Keller's lackey holding her
hostage that the dog bite he received from the Burkes' dog was
infected and that he would need
antibiotics.
While he goes to a drug store
for the medication, Elizabeth uses
the diamond in her wedding ring
to score the shatterproof window
leading to the fire escape.
Just as Elizabeth breaks the
window and makes it down to the
street, her captor grabs her again,
planning on dragging her inside
and killing her. But Jones and Diana, who had been looking for her
while Peter dealt with Keller, were
able to save her just in time.
Back at the warehouse, the
con- men recover the treasure.

Keller (being Keller) tries to kill
Neal, which ends with the two fighting in the street with ancient weaponry. Peter finds out that Elizabeth
is okay and goes to help Neal in one
of the best fight scenes I've seen on
TV lately.
After Neal is knocked down,
Peter comes to his rescue and wails
on Keller, allowing Neal to pick up
Keller's gun. Neal then has to make
a choice: shoot to kill or shoot to
wound?
Neal wounds Keller, which allows Keller to be arrested and put
away once and for all.
Now that the show is in its
third season, it's really great to see
the metamorphoses of all the characters. Ihey have all grown and
changed with the show, and it's going to be great to see what they will
make of the new challenges before
the season ends.
This goes especially for Neal,
whose case will be going up to the
review board about his sentence.

Based on his good behavior and
the success rate he's had with Peter
in helping clear cases, there is a fair
chance that Neal can become a free
man again and start over.
The question of the season,
though, is "what if": What if Neal
does go free at the end of the season? Will Neal go back to a life of
crime and cons? Or will the infamous con man join the FBI in a
fuller capacity?
What effect will this have on
his relationships with Mozzie and
Peter?
The next few weeks will be
amazing to see. For those of you
who like a show that is witty, funny
and character driven, with a bit of
drama and mystery as well, I highly
recommend that you watch "White
Collar," airing this spring on Tuesdays at 10 p.m. on USA Network.
Previous seasons are available
on Netflix and on DVD at all your
major retailers, as well as on Amazon.

levision
Shows to Look
Out For
• How I Met Your
Mother, CBS,
Mondays @ 8
p.m.
• Castle, ABC,
Mondays @ 10
p.m.
• Smash, NBC,
Mondays @ 10
p.m.
• Revenge, ABC,
Wednesdays @
10 p.m.
• 30 Rock, NBC,
Thursdays @ 8
p.m.
• Grey's Anatomy,
ABC, Thursdays
@ 9 p.m.
• Archer, FOX,
Thursdays @ 10
p.m.
• Fringe, FOX, Fridays @ 9 p.m
• Downtown Abbey, PBS, Sundays @ 9 p.m
• Once Upon a
Time, ABC, Sundays @ 10 p.m.

Contributed Photo

The hit show "White Collar" just opened its midseason, and expectations are high for this action thriller series.

Supernatural Syfy Show Standing on Its Own
BY ANNEMABIE VEIRA
STAFF WRITER

Ah, it's my favorite time of the
year. No, it's not because of award
season. It's finally mid season replacement and the start up for
many shows, especially on cable.
As for our first week back for
the spring semester, I was happy to
see the return of Syfy's "Being Human." The show, based on the U.K.
version of the same title, is about
three roommates: Aidan (Sam Witwer), a vampire and nurse who is
trying to avoid killing people due
to his bloodlust, his friend and
co-worker Josh (Sam Huntington),
who is also a werewolf, and their
other roommate Sally (Meaghan
Rath), a ghost.
All three are trying to deal with
their new lives while hanging on to
any sense of humanity.
Season one wrapped up with
Aidan killing his maker Bishop,
Josh accidentally turning his girlfriend Nora into a fellow werewolf,
and Sally missing her door to move
on to the afterlife.
This season opens up with
each of these characters trying to
pick up the pieces and move on
with these new obstacles.
At the beginning of the opener,
Aidan is trying to help unite his fellow vampires of Boston until a new
vampire is chosen to lead the city.
When Mother arrives, she

picks her own daughter as the successor and new leader, which is
great for Aidan because he didn't
want the job himself.
However, Aidan is chosen
(told) by Mother to be the second
in command and her daughter's
right hand. This puts him in a difficult situation, which
we found out in
this
Monday's
episode (episode
two).
Aidan wants
to be free of vampires,
and
their
pol-

itics and to live as normally as possible. However, his new job as the
leader's right hand may require
Aidan to kill and feed from living
people, which causes him to lose
total control and go on mass killing
sprees for fun.
Meanwhile, Josh and Nora
have had to deal with the miscarriage of their baby. Nora is also officially a werewolf, and while in
wolf form, Nora kills a vampire
who was sent to kill Josh.
This is bad for Nora, Josh
and Aidan because the vampire
sent to kill Josh was a high ranking
vampire.
As for Sally, she is trying
to figure out how to spend
the rest of her afterlife.

In the opener, she finds out
that she can sleep and dream. She
dreams that her door reappears,
but when she goes to open it, a dark
energy passes into our world from
her door.
She can't determine what it
was or what it wants from her, but
she knows that it isn't good.
In the second episode Sally learns,
like Aidan, that
there are certain
things you can't
have no matter
how much you
want them.
For Sally, that
desire
is
wanting to
be corporeal
again.
At a
party -

Sally learns to body jump (which is
addicting) and ends up barely getting out "alive," but she is scared
because she knows that there are
other ways for a spirit to die.
In preparation for season two,
fans have been given a theme for
the three leads' story lines: Temptation is a beast. Season two is going to give us a deeper understanding of who Josh, Aidan and Sally
are not only on a human level,
but also on their monster level,
treating their darker sides as
the equivalent of bad addictions and the temptation to
use.
As not only a fan of the
show, but also as a writer, I
understand why some fans
had mixed feelings about the
American incarnation of the
show. Both first seasons of the
American and U.K. versions
had exactly the same plots.
With this season, though, I
sense that the American incarnation is breaking ties with
the U.K. canon of the show and
standing on its own two feet. I
can't wait to see what's going to
happen next.
To catch up on season
one, head over to Netflix or
Amazon. Watch season two
on Mondays at 9 p.m. on Syfy.
Leave your comments about
the show on http://fairfieldmirror.com/
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His iPhone / Her BlackBerry
Snowdays in Stagland

Joe McConville
Dragging my hung-over self out of

up to the townhouses, questing for warmth

Megan Forbes

When snow fell to Fairfield's ground

place to hold such an event. Seriously? Our

and companionship while wearing seem-

on Saturday morning, I was not the hap-

a sight not often seen this year. The light

ingly less and less clothes. You are the true

piest little Stag. I hate the snow. I'm from

campus has so many open spaces, and you
guys pick the little hill on the quad. Walk-

dusting of snow has become as rare a sight

troopers of Fairfield University. If you can

Long Island.The beach is my domain. I'm a

ing through a snowball battle was not on

as seeing an Okapi in the wild. Nothing

go out in a blizzard wearing nothing then

summer kind of gal. I looked out my dorm

my itinerary of things I wanted to do today.

like gale force winds throwing icy knives of

what seems like a black sock cut in half then

window as the white powder fell steadily

Now I have to duck under the snowballs

pain at your face while you're trying to form

gosh darn-it, I have no excuse. Somebody

to the ground, and thought to myself how

just to get back to my room from eating at

some sort of coherent thought to show off

should give you all a medal ...or pants... but

much I'd rather be Tom Hanks in Cast Away,

Barone. Didn't think my snow day was going

to that dime piece you've met outside the

I think that would be counter-productive...

stranded on an island, surrounded by noth-

to get this stressful.

my bunk bed this weekend, I awoke to find

townhouses or run from some crazy broad
who will stop at nothing to get a piece

On a more positive note, pirates of

ing but sand and the ocean. But I'd never be

So now what do you do after you

the internet rejoice as that bill that almost

this lucky. Instead, I have to deal with this

pile on your warm clothes, eat your body

of you. Remember: snow makes you run

brought about the end of the internet was

sucky New England weather.

weight in food at the dining hall, and avoid

slower so always have an exit strategy.

finally killed. No more will I have to worry if

It's so cold out that my thoughts

Snow days just give us an excuse

any unnecessary contact with the snow by

my favorite mash-up web sites will be shut

to be lazy. You literally look out your win-

running through the snowball fight? That's a

have actually turned into a collection of un-

down due to copy-write infringement. I

dow, scream a little inside, and then check

stupid question. As I said before, absolutely

intelligible fragmented sentences. The only

can carry on with my motto of having no

your e-mail to see if class has been can-

NOTHING! It's one of those days that you get

productive thing I've managed to do while

licensed music whatsoever on my iPhone.

celled. If it's not, you literally want to punch

back into your bed that you didn't make in

walking from place to place in this sub-

Wikipedia is safe and sound just in time for

administration in the face, and if it is, you're

the first place, and throw on a few seasons

arctic weather is to devise clever swears

the first papers of the semester to be due.

as happy as a clam. Now you have abso-

on One Tree Hill that you left off with on the

that are actually just incoherent versions

I can't even imagine what I'd do if i wasn't

lutely NOTHING to do but stay in your dorm

last snowy day that you had. Then to avoid

of other swears sandwiched together into

able to find music on YouTube or other

all day. But hey, what do college students

leaving your building again, you're obvi-

some awful fragmented thought. I'd share

free remixes online. I'd be stuck playing

do anyway? We'll think of any excuse to not

ously going to order food in. Dig up those

them here but I doubt they'd survive the

'Pumped up Kicks'on repeat for hours and

leave our abode. But the snow gives us a

Chinese food menus that the delivery man

gauntlet that the editors throw at my work

hours. Maybe I'd throw on some Frank Sina-

legitimate reason to sit on our butts for the

keeps sliding under your door. Pork fried

every week. If by the time you read this the

tra and really go nuts.

entire day.

rice never sounded so satisfying.

column is something you could show your

As a parting note, for all of you

One of the low points of a snow

Personally, I don't know how

parents, odds are my'linguistic creativity'

New Year's resolution gym attendees: keep

day is the treacherous walk to Barone to

someone over the age often could enjoy

didn't exactly make the cut.

at it. Don't be a stereotype and run out of

satisfy our tummies. Good thing no one

the show, unless they were up in a moun-

steam. Just keep swimming. Or running.

cares what they look like on a snow day. It's

tain ready to go skiing, or pushing their

not have blown a few inches of their crisp

Or whatever it is that you do. Stay warm

one of the only days that it is acceptable to

worst enemy down the hill by the library.

white goodness unto our upturned faces

and never let the weather prevent you from

wear leggings under your jeans, paired with

The only three things that a snow day

anytime during the 3 week long vacation

having a good time...or not wearing pants.

two sweatshirts, a North Face, scarves, and

promises is unproductiveness, laziness, and

an argyle hat. No one that goes to Fairfield
would be caught dead sporting this kind of

a small case of cabin fever. Only 147 days
left until the first day of summer-but who's

ensemble on an ordinary cold day. I guess

counting?

Naturally, the snow-gods could

that for once seemed to be sarcastically
named'winter break'. I would have loved
to spend a few days skiing up in the frozen

Sent from my iPhone

north rather than sleeping and pretending

no one judges when there's snow on the

there was any point to carry on living after

ground.

opening my presents on Christmas.

Then there are those freshman

I must applaud all the female Fair-

- Sent from my BlackBerry

boys having a snowball fight on the quad,

field Stags for continuously making the trek

which could be the most inconvenient
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
THE WEEK THAT WAS IN FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS

What To Watch For

Sports Shorts

Wednesday- No games

Men's Swimming- The Fairfield University
Men's Swimming and Diving lost a 195.5-91.5 decision to MAAC rival Rider. However, the 200m freestyle relay team of Paul Bimler, Doug Leclair, Brendan Sarpu and Tyler Conley shattered the program
record with a time of 1:37:49. The Stags return to the
pool this Saturday as they host the lona Gaels.
Women's Swimming-The Fairfield Women's
Swimming and Diving team dropped a 178-110 decision to Rider. Michelle Yoshida won three events
for the Stags by capturing the 100 meter backstroke,
50 meter freestyle and 100 meter freestyle. Her performance led her to being honored with the MAAC
Swimmer of the Week award. The Stags also host
lona this Saturday.
Women's Basketball-The Fairfield women's basketball team beat Niagara by a score of 57-46 and
won their third straight contest. Senior Taryn Johnson finished with 20 points and 10 rebounds, earning her seventh double-double of the season.

New Sports Blog

Thursday - No games
Friday- Men's Basketball vs lona, 7 p.m.
Saturday- Men's and Women's Swimming vs. lona. 1 p.m.
Sunday - Men's Basketball vs. Marist 1 p.m.,
Women's Basketball at lona, 2 p.m.
Monday - No games
Tuesday- No games

BY THE NUMBERS
Taryn Johnson
recorded her
seventh doubledouble this season in women's
basketball victory over Niagara.

Senior swimmer Michelle
Yoshida won
three individual events this
past weekend
against Rider.

After losing three
games straight,
men's basketball
has now won 2
games in a row in
MAAC play.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

Make sure to check out our new Sports Blog with
online-only coverage at sports.fairfieldmirror.com,
as well as featured sports videos.

"When she's off the court she's always got an arm around a teammate talking to a younger player.. .that's what leadership is."
-said Coach Frager acknowledging how far senior Taryn Johnson has
come after she broke the 1000th point milestone as a Stag.

PORTS 3x
Because they like tO

First issue of the semes

talk... Sports.

ten Highlight moment
from winter break?

ERIC BERNSEN
SPORTS EDITOR

IVEY SPEIGHT
CONTRIBUTING
WRITER

JOHN TESSITORE
ASSISTANT
SPORTS EOTOR

Your 2011-2012 3x5 Columnists
Eric Bernsen, Ivey Speight
and John Tessitore.

Patriots-Giants Super
Bowl match-up. Will it
live up to the hype?

Big game for the men's
basketball team with
lona coming to town.
Predictions?

What should students
expect at the athletes'
talent show this
Saturday?

Sixth man of the year
and elite legend for
Fairfield sports meeediaa?

Put in an elite barback
perfomance at the annual Dobbs Ferry holiday
party. Surppp.

Oh no question it will.
Past is the past, Patriots
will be more motivated
than ever- look for
egendary performances
all around.

Stags won't be threatened
by the first place Gaels.
Hopefully the crowd will
be fired up gotta show
them who's going to be
dancing in March.

I hear the MC is tall, dark,
and handsome. Well,
maybe two out of the
three. Be on the look-out
for the wild after party
after the talent is unveiled.

The elite Canavan reps
the BEEE strongly and is a
Stag legend. Look for him
on the sidelines heckling
the barked Gaels.

Probably getting a hickey
from the random girl on
the train. Hope it's not
on YouTube because mad
people were filming it.

I honestly hope that
Tom Brady gets caught
for steroids and the NFL
finds out that the Giants
games were fixed and
they both lose.

Michael the non-Gold
Glover easily most
overrated player in the
MAAC. Needham will
PWN Machado Stags
win 77-72.

1 hear that the MC is HOT.
I'm going to the event to
see his dreamy brown eyes
and get an autograph.
Good cause, hot MC...
what else is better?

Whenever 1 see the BE
Celtics jacket and the
grey hat....l know it's Mr.
Canavan doing his elite
mediiaaaa rounds.

Wow def Speighting into
Darkness at Avicii, and
Screaming Dalllllllllllllllle
at Pitbull, seeing Pitbull
and Avicii in the same
weekend almost as
SSSSS'dastheBEEE.

Not watching, Waste
of my time, both teams
stumbled into the Superbowl. The real Superbowl
should be Kyle Williams
vs. Billy Cundiff.

Rakim and Craw drop 20
each, Needham LOCKS
up Machado, and D-wade
knocks down a 3 at the
buzzer for a 78-77 W.

Notgoing....alll keep
hearing is how much of a
CREEP the MC is.

Gotta go with man the
myth the Golden Sniper,
John Canavan, not only
does he rep sports media
he reps SSSSSSSSSSS
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Stag's 2nd Annual Talent Show
Athletes Continue Tradition and Support Good Cause

Contributed by Fairfield Athletic Communications
A photo of the Evanke family; the charity for their daughter Grace was the inspiration for last year's first Fairfield Athletic Talent Show. This year's fundraising will benefit Emily Tredwell and her family.
BY IVEY SPEIGHT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"With any initial idea there are some critics...I think last
year's talent show really showed 'Hey, every team can do

in the University community since it can connect the students to the athletes by seeing each team in a different light.

this- it's not that scary, it's fun,'" Brady said.
The gym was packed. The crowd was loud as they

"I didn't think people would buy into it. I looked at my

watched the athletes take their positions on the court at

team, told them the first time and everybody kind of laughed

Alumni Hall. Over 1,000 fans were cheering on their Stags,

it off," Flanagan, a co-president of SAAC said.

when all of a sudden the players stopped, gyrated their hips
and ripped off their shirts. What? This doesn't sound like a

But as time went on, the athletes started to think more
and more about the idea.

normal athletic event. That's because it isn't. It was the first
ever Fairfield University athletic talent show that took place
last year.
"It was something that really captured everybody's
imagination," senior athletic director Alison Sexton said.

"It was something that kind of snowballed. Originally it
was a couple of teams that are typically very involved around
campus.. .and those teams kind of spread word to the other

Benefits of the Event
"I think at times at Fairfield there is disconnect between
the student athletes and the students. And something like
the talent show where there is just harmless fun.. .-[and]
seeing that we are doing it for community service definitely
makes for a stronger connection," Flanagan said.
It not only helps raise money for a great cause but it

teams like'Hey, this is going to be cool, let's get in on it' [It

also unites in several different ways: from team bonding to

was like a] get big or go home type of thing," Flanagan said.

the connection between the students and the athletes, and

The second annual Fairfield Athletic Talent Show will be
held Saturday, Jan. 28 at 7 p.m. at Alumni Hall.

They all came up with their own unique act, which ranged

together. Practicing each routine and having to perform

"It's one of those things that if people are willing to

from an eating competition, to a circus performance, to a

in front of a packed Alumni Hall while everyone on stage

skit that featured the men's soccer New Zealand goalkeeper,

sweats with nervousness is an example of this bond.

come together, it will happen," Steve Flanagan said.

And before long, each team had signed up for the event.

Michael O'Keeffe, strutting his stuff while wearing a golden

What's The Talent Show?

blonde wig and a shiny gold dress with padding inside to
emphasize his assets.

The talent show, in which all of the athletes take part,
is a unique fundraiser sponsored by the University's Student

Sexton, the advisor of SAAC said, "Our goal really was

"I can't imagine the fun they probably had putting together their skits and their dance routines," Sexton said.
"Our team is pretty tight as it is but it was another way
to get everybody to bond. At first, we had a couple of guys

Goals for 2012

Athletic Advisory Committee or SAAC. Last year, all of the
$1,500 that was raised was donated to the Grace Evanko
Foundation.

of course the players and the charity, it brings people closer

who were real shy to buy into the whole dancing thing, but...
we got a championship, so it paid off," Flanagan said, as his

This year, the committee sees the show running
pretty much the same way, but with a different cause.

cross country team won the inaugural trophy.
But perhaps the most important bond formed on

Fairfield will be raising money for Emily Tredwell, a

this special night comes with the charity. Last year's

to...do something that we can see an immediate impact

little girl who has been adopted by the Women's Soccer

subject, Grace Evanko, and Fairfield have developed a

[with]... [So that] we can really see what it is as opposed to a

team. Emily was born with a disease in which one leg was

deep connection: especially with the Women's Lacrosse

large organization."

significantly shorter than the other. After trying to find a

team.

The charity was influenced by Grace, a second grader

specialist in the field, her family found a doctor who was

Grace still participates in some team activities such

who is suffering from an inoperable brain tumor. SAAC

willing to help but he resides in Florida. The expenses for

as carving pumpkins during a Halloween party, or walk-

found out about her story through one of their co-presi-

the family have started to increase and SAAC has agreed

ing through their haunted house locker room during the

dents: Kelley Brady, who is also a goalkeeper for the wom-

to take up her cause.

pre-season. She also holds a special place in Kelley Brady's

en's lacrosse team. She was talking to her physical therapist
when he mentioned a little girl who was in his son's class.
"It was an incredible opportunity. I think we learned
a lot from Grace and Grace was able to have fun with us...
[And] not only learn from the student athletes but to have

"The charity is going to be similar...another young
girl and her family who will become Stag fans and
hopefully we can help support her and her family,"
Sexton said.
This is not the first time that Fairfield University has

heart as the senior continues to keep in contact with Grace
as Brady babysits for her regularly.
"It's great," she said. "Grace loves to hear what's going
on at Fairfield, how the different teams are doing.. ..we just
love her."

some fun watching the talent show," Brady said. -

helped the Tredwell family. In fact, this season the women's

SAAC (a committee comprised of two members on each
varsity team) fell in love with the idea and picked up the

soccer team hosted a fundraiser during one of their regular

lison Sexton and the rest of SAAC hope that this year can be

season games against Stony Brook, in which all the money

even better.

cause. Now they just needed to choose an event- but not an

received went straight to her family.

ordinary one.

How SAAC Originally Formed the Idea
"They were looking for something different, kind of a
bigger project. I was looking for something that would chal-

Emily has a special connection towards the Women's

Last year's event was successful in so many ways. Al-

"I hope I see a packed house. I hope I see a lot of enthusiasm. I hope I see some great acts," she said.

Soccer squad. Their head coach, Jim O'Brien, was the coach

As for the student leaders, they are looking forward to

at Stony Brook when Emily's father worked at the university.

increased creativity from each team which make the event

The two developed a friendship and when O'Brien heard

even more enjoyable to watch.
"We hope to make this an annual event that will become

about Emily he knew that he needed to help.
"Jim has been a very good friend for a long time and

a Fairfield tradition," Brady said. "I think the acts in the

lenge them a little bit more. I think that the leadership that
we had at the time and have now was ready for something

for him to step up in an effort to help me and my family says

talent show are going to be bigger and better than you have

a lot about who he is," Emily's father, Tim said in a press

ever seen. Last year everyone was a little worried about what

like that,"Sexton said.

release on fairfieldstags.com. "He's a pretty good coach, but

they were going to do. But this year I think people are ready

he's a far better person."

to take their talent to the next level and show all the students

They heard of other schools that have hosted a similar event in the past such as UCONN and the University of
Michigan and decided to bring the idea to Fairfield. How-

SAAC now hopes to raise $2,000 to help with Emily's

ever, not everyone associated with Fairfield thought that it

medical costs (that's $500 more than they raised last year).
With this now the second year of this annual event, the com-

would workout.

mittee has sensed that the show is becoming more accepted

at Fairfield University what they've really got."
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Stags Back Home, Ready to Ace Tough Test
Men's Basketball Focused on Derailing the Gaels
BY ERIC BERNSEN
SPORTS EDITOR

After stumbling through a portion of their MAAC
schedule, the Men's Basketball team is coming off two
straight wins and is preparing to host the first place lona
Gaels this Friday night.
The Stags have come together collectively in their last
two contests, beating Rider 61-52 and most recently taking
care of Saint Peter's by a double-digit margin. The team was
scheduled to face Marist this past Sunday, but the contest
was postponed due to a tragic fire over the weekend that
claimed the lives of three Marist students.
Nevertheless, Coach Sydney Johnson is ready to make
sure the Stags keep improving, stay focused, and become
more consistent heading into the team's five-game home
stretch.
"Something that we expected this year was for us to
be balanced, and that is key for us," said Johnson. "All of
our players have had stretches of not being perfect, but
hopefully everyone can start clicking at the right time for us,
because when we do we're a pretty good team."
Versatility and balance are huge factors for the Stags,
as the team had four players who scored double-digits in
the victory over Saint Peter's last week. Although Fairfield
is the type of team that thrives off scoring in bursts, Coach
Johnson is hoping for a more levelheaded approach as the

Aisha Faulkner/The Mirror
Coach Sydney Johnson looks to guide his team to a pivital victory this Friday against the MAAC first-ranked lona Gaels at 7 p.m.

season progresses.
Jones, who are both averaging double-digits scoring figures,

a situation where our mental maturity will be tested, but we

spark at any given time, but we want to become more reli-

while senior guard Scott Machado is leading the entire na-

just have to be true to ourselves,"said Johnson.

able and to know what to expect from ourselves game to

tion with an astounding average of 10.2 assists per game.

"We have a huge group of players that can provide a

game. We like momentum, but consistency is very important," said Johnson.
The Stags will certainly be tested this Friday against
lona, who currently holds the top spot in the MAAC standings as well as an overall 15-5 record.
The Gaels are led by Mike Glover and Lamonf'Mo Mo"

Although Coach Johnson realizes this is a game that has been

With lona and Fairfield being the two MAAC powerhouses going into the season, the Arena at Harbor Yard

circled on the calendar since the beginning of the season, he does

should have an exciting atmosphere with the Stags looking

not want his squad to be overhyped going into the contest.

to move up into the upper-echelon of the conference.

"We've been a lot better as a team when we focus on

"It is one game versus a worthy and well-coached op-

our own style and what we have to do in order to win. These

ponent, we just need to come out and execute what we do in

players have had experience in situations like these and it's

practice and play our game," said Johnson.

PLAY FOR KAY Double Header
in support of Breast Cancer Research.

This FRIDAY, January 27th
Women vs Manhattan College at 4pm.
Men vs I0NA at 7pm.
Shuttles start running at 3:15pm.

Online

SPORTS

New and improved sports blog.
Online only coverage.
Week of January 25, 2012
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Taryn Johnson Reaches Record as She Leads Stags

Tom McKiverAThe Mirror
Above: Taryn Johnson high fiving her teammate Brittany MacFarlene as she displays her leadership as a Stag. Bottom Right: Johnson focuses on a free throw which helped her reach 1000 points over her career.

BY IVEY SPEIGHT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

impressive strides and improvements as a competitor.
"That's what players have to

Taryn Johnson's family has

With this family structure
that has been created in the
Women's Basketball program,

do. You study other very talented

Johnson's role has transformed

something to be proud of, and

players and you take what works

to that of an older sister. Being a

they'll never forget it. The senior

for you.. .this year she's emu-

senior, she has to lead the young-

forward recently became only

lated the type of focus Stephanie

er players that are just starting

the 25th player in the 37-year

[Geehan] had her senior year

their careers, whether be in
games or even during practice.

history of the Fairfield University

and the type of leadership by

Women's Basketball program to

example that Steph gave to us,"

reach the 1,000-point club.

said Frager.

"It is very exciting. It's an

When those players gradu-

"She takes no plays off anymore. She goes hard every single
time,"said Coach Frager."When

honor especially here at Fairfield

ated, Johnson began to fill a

she's off the court she's always

to be amongst the [24] people

bigger role for the Stags, using

got an arm around a teammate

before me - that's really special,"

the drive and talent that she

talking to a younger player...

said Johnson.

has always had. Even at Brock-

that's what leadership is."

Initially it did not look

ton High School in Massachu-

One of her best friends on

like Taryn Johnson, or"TJ"as

setts, where she was named

the team, fellow senior Desiree

her teammates would call her,

the 2007 Brockton Enterprise

Pina, has also noticed a change

would ever climb to the top of

Player of the Year, Coach Joe

in Johnson's leadership ability.

the 1,000-point plateau. In fact,

Frager saw how gifted Johnson

during her first season she aver-

was as an athlete.

aged less than 10 minutes per

"I just remember her just

"It went literally from like
night and day.. .Taryn just developed into a leader and [also] just

game and tallied only a total of

jumping out of the gym re-

such a good player and it's great

88 points.

bounding the ball,"said Frager.

to have her on our team," said

"We've had a lot of success

Pina.

"Freshman year I didn't play
much, so that was unreachable,"

coaching forwards and having

said Johnson. "I just wanted

good numbers and we wanted to

Both the family that raised
her growing up and her basket-

to come out and produce and

bring one of those in, and we got

ball family have just one more

do what I'm good at to help my

that with Taryn."

thing to be proud of forTJ. It's

team win and that just so happened to have happened."
When she first arrived at

At that time, Frager was
looking for his first full recruit-

that special connection that
motivates her.

ing class as the head coach of

"I just want to make my

the Stags. He was searching for

family proud when they come to

behind star forwards such as

individual pieces to assemble a

the games and hopefully [I can]

Beandu Lowenthal and Stepha-

cohesive unit that would work

go on and do something profes-

nie Geehan (both of whom are

together to create a unique

sionally and help my family,"

also members of the 1,000 point

bond, and one day build a spe-

said Johnson.

Fairfield, Johnson was playing

club). With the competition at

cial program. In other words: a

her position being so intense,

family.

Well now every time her
family goes to a game at Alum-

she decided to learn from the

"The coaching staff

starters in hopes that one day

came to my home... sat on my

see Johnson's name stitched on

she will become just as success-

couch...with me, it was like go-

the 1,000-point banner and be

ful at her game.

ing from one family to another

reminded just how proud they

family here, I felt that here,"

are.

That mindset impressed
her head coach, Joe Frager, who

said Johnson, passionately

realized that she was making

reflecting back.

ni Hall they can look up and

